H.R.Z. Software Services LTD

MODALIZER+ V6 Release Notes
Version 6.0.1.0, Sep 10, 2021

Summary
A complete new graphic design with major improvements and fixes.
Full support for Secure DICOM networking.
DICOM templates for every media type.
Subscription model.

V6.0.1.0 Sep 10, 2021 Build 479
MPLUS-197 Shorten application start time by deferring calls to license web service when the
license is still valid

V6.0.0 Aug 31, 2021 Build 473
Bug
MPLUS-196 Your license will expire in 29 days message shows for subscription license.

V6.0.0 Jul 27, 2021 Build 472
MPLUS-193 DICOM Viewer not working - missing resource file
MPLUS-192 When running DICOM Viewer only don't check activation WS
MPLUS-190 if activation web service cause error the modalizer crash

V6.0.0 Jul 22, 2021 Build 470
New features and improvements
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MPLUS-172 Uninstall options data options. Uninstall now lets the user decide weather to keep
or discard the data.
MPLUS-138 Update to .net version 4.5. Supported OS - Windows 10 and newer.
MPLUS-132 Update security settings.
MPLUS-130 Re-order main screens button
MPLUS-129 Improvements on Settings screen
MPLUS-117 Add user manual to the setup
MPLUS-114 Local Archive screen improvements
MPLUS-112 License update flow. License is now in subscription model with automatic online
renewal.
MPLUS-109 Add DICOM C-GET.
MPLUS-108 Add option to select certificate in CurrentUser OR LocalMachine store by user
selection
MPLUS-107 Add Import files action to Local Archive Screen
MPLUS-101 Open DCXSEC.MutualAuthentication properties which is now enabled with last
RZDCX build
MPLUS-100 Add Listener indication on main screen
MPLUS-96 Remote DICOM AE Edit popup security options
MPLUS-95 DICOM Listener security settings
MPLUS-94 Add certificate browsing option in settings
MPLUS-88 Multiple templates for dicom files in dicomizer based object class
MPLUS-5 Add RZDCX version to home screen info tooltip
MPLUS-181 Remove taken images and files on DONE (and not on App close)
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MPLUS-147 Add DCXAPP.ProjectVersion to tooltip in home screen so it shows exact RZDCX
build
MPLUS-125 MODALIZER 6 New UI/UX
MPLUS-106 Create x64 Version
MPLUS-184 Evaluation form Name field is Mandatory
MPLUS-174 Add progress bar to export

Bug fixes
MPLUS-180 Last taken file is not deleted
MPLUS-179 Q/R Doesn't fill local archive if local archive was not enabled at application start
MPLUS-177 Files from Q/R are stored in LocalStorage folder and never deleted
MPLUS-173 Desktop shortcut icon doesn't work
MPLUS-171 Secure MPPS
MPLUS-166 query retrieve - search doesn't work with patient name, works only with patient id
MPLUS-165 Click cancel after clicking Browse on any certificate select shows error
MPLUS-163 Fix security configuration - loading and saving
MPLUS-162 MODALIZER+ leaves empty study folders in ProgramData
MPLUS-161 MODALIZER+ db file is left in program data after uninstall
MPLUS-160 CD Viewer doesn't work
MPLUS-159 C-GET fails when use UNICODE is on
MPLUS-158 C-GET bug: can't log wide string filename
MPLUS-157 Bottom strip invisible in the contrast presets list control
MPLUS-155 Conversion fails for this PDF
MPLUS-154 Radio buttons state on Convert screen is not saved between sessions
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MPLUS-151 MR Image Sorting within frame fails on image position patient sign change
MPLUS-149 M+ v6 new UI issues (duplicate)
MPLUS-146 PDF extract in x64 bit fails
MPLUS-144 Tab order in new/edit remote server not stopping in Retrieve method
MPLUS-143 Certificate selection UI always creates new certificates instead of using the one
selected by the user
MPLUS-142 X64 version installed in Program Files (x86)
MPLUS-141 Verification method get into effect only after save (5.5 and 6.0)
MPLUS-140 MODALIZER 5.5 - Echo result indicator is behind cancel button in Edit Storage
Server
MPLUS-137 Secure listener doesn't work
MPLUS-136 Add button of thumbprints should give text box and not open browse store
MPLUS-135 Listener echo button fails the security is on
MPLUS-131 Typo in tooltip of New Patient button
MPLUS-127 Crash on Mouse down (left button) in Local Archive screen
MPLUS-126 First run after install gives this error. Next run works.
MPLUS-124 Crash in Local Archive screen
MPLUS-122 Two step verification in MWL
MPLUS-121 "Config per user" is not stored in the MODALIZER+
MPLUS-120 MODALIZER release build doesn't have digital signature
MPLUS-119 Crash on open Local Archive if DB is empty
MPLUS-113 Unrecognized attribute on downgrade
MPLUS-111 RZDCX version installed with MODALIZER ad MODALIZER+ is wrong
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MPLUS-103 On first opening of Settings screen "Expanded" icon is not shown on Storage
servers and Worklist servers captions
MPLUS-99 TLS control are enabled on Setting form opening even if "Use security" is not
checked
MPLUS-97 Listener gets stuck with 3 repeating echos
MPLUS-90 Show header does not display empty sequences
MPLUS-89 Incorrect error message when Q/R service is not supported by PACS
MPLUS-81 Edit DICOM file and save to new folder doesnt work
MPLUS-44 Change Buy Now link
MPLUS-42 Message boxes jump behind main window

